ACCESSORIES FOR VISUAL COMMUNICATION
A complete line of accessories for visual communication.
Rollers, paddles, mags, clips, cutting bars, cutting mats and many more.

HAND ROLLERS
Very smooth rubber rollers for the application of self-adhesive films, PVC, application
tape, double-sided adhesives, laminating films, reflective films and
many other materials. Non-adhesive EPDM rubber roller. Available in 2 different
models with different hardness: soft (red rubber) and hard (grey rubber). Mounted
on high flowing bushings. Powder coated frame. Ergonomic rubber non-slip handle.
Available net width of rollers: 200 mm, 150 mm, 100 mm, 70 mm

CLEANER ROLLER
Hand cleaner roller. Ideal for a rapid cleaning of any kind of surfaces, thanks to the
anti-static effect of the special rubber. Mounted on high flowing bushings. Ergonomic
rubber non-slip handle. Available net width of the roller: 300 mm

MAGS
Useful magnets to hold materials on your working area (prints, adhesive materials,
fabrics, etc.). The magnetic part is coated with a special rubber to avoid scratches on
the surfaces. Especially useful for sign-making applications on cars (car wrapping).
Available versions: King Size (Ø 65 mm, H 90 mm), Standard Size (Ø 43 mm, H 79 mm)

CLIPS
Accessory to hold film on rolls and prevent them from unwinding. A simple way
of saving time and money instead of using sticky tape. Manufactured of a special
plastic material that makes them fit on different roll diameters: it’s a lifelong tool. You
can also use it to hold rewound prints.

FELT SQUEEGES
Paddles for a precise application of adhesive films even on the most delicate
surfaces, especially useful for application on cars and round surfaces. Suitable
particularly to irregular surfaces. Impregnated felt structure water-method usable.
Size: 100 x 64 x 14 mm

EASY BAR
Safety-ruler bars to enable straight and safe cutting. They have anti-slip rubber on
the base. Equipped with a graduated scale ruler on both sides, placed in opposite
directions, which allows you to keep point zero always on your left and right side
with no need of turning the bar. Aluminium alloy surface and ergonomic shape.
Available sizes: 3000 mm, 2500 mm, 2000 mm, 1500 mm, 1000 mm

ACCESSORIES FOR PVC BANNER
Complements & accessories for postering of PVC banner.
Bungee cord with basket hood and with steel hook Ø 6 mm and Ø 8 mm, rubber
tension cord of 25 cm and 40 cm, elastic cord Ø 6 mm and Ø 8 mm, “S” open hooks of
galvanized iron, basket hooks, hooks for elastic cord.

CUTTING MAT
Cutting mats made of anti static rubber, 3 mm thickness with printed lines on the
surface. They are self-healing and enable you to work on a clean and dust-free
surface. They can be used as a desk blotter or work surface.
Available sizes: 1000 x 2000 mm, 1000 x 1500 mm, 900 x 1200 mm
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Unwinder with meter counter. Equipped with a precise mechanical meter counter,
(centimetre accuracy) that clearly displays the length. It is suitable for rolls up to
1500 mm width and 40 kg in weight. The rollers are PVC coated to avoid damages
on the material. The distance between rollers is adjustable to fit different rolls
diameters.
Working width: 1500 mm

SPEEDY TAPE
Simple and sturdy accessory to support and rewind any kind of roll. It can easily
replace the common stands used for plotters that are usually weak and deteriorated
by the use. Speedy Roll is very handy for application tape rewinding: a person alone
can perform the operation by himself. The roll of application tape will not fall since it
is firmly pulled as the film passes through the rollers: this causes a friction and keeps
the film tensioned. The rollers are soft PVC coated and never damages the material
while passing through them.
Working width: 750 mm e 1500 mm
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This tool cuts and rounds off corners of different materials in an easy, quick and
precise way - with a single movement. Suitable for Dibond®, PVC, paper, laminated
papers and many other materials.
The blades are free of maintenance and very easy to change. Suitable for different
cutting needs (different degrees angles, holes and semicircles).

